
VolgoUralNIPIgaz models underground reservoirs with parallel hydrodynamic simulator tNavigator running on the
Intel®Xeon®processor 7500 series  
VolgoUral Scientific Research and Design Institute of Oil and Gas (VolgoUralNIIPIgaz) is one of the leaders in 3D geological and hydrodynamic
modeling used for field development planning. In recent years, the Institute’s list of research topics has increased dramatically. To face these
new challenges, VolgoUralNIIPIgaz decided to upgrade its simulation software. For maximum performance, it also upgraded its hardware
platform to the latest Intel® multi-core processor technology. 

CASE STUDY

Intel®Xeon®processor 7500 series

Data Intensive Computing

High-performance, multi-core computing 

CHALLENGES 

• Increased research demands. Support an extended list of research topics, including oper-
ations planning for complex oil, gas and gas-condensate hydro-sulfide fields  

• Advanced 3D simulation. Migrate to a new hardware and software platform that supports
the advanced 3D hydrodynamic modeling required by the above 

SOLUTIONS 

• Multi-core performance. Deployed the tNavigator* hydrodynamic simulator from Rock Flow
Dynamics running on the latest Intel® Xeon® processor 7500 series for optimal performance 

IMPACT 

• Record processing power. Parallel acceleration rates demonstrated by tNavigator for
reservoir models of real oil and gas fields climbed to a record high on the Intel Xeon
processor 7500 series – up to 21x speedup achieved

• Fit for the future. Meets VolgoUralNIIPIgaz’s requirements both now and for years to come

3D geological and hydrodynamic modeling

3D geological and hydrodynamic modeling for field development planning is based on
maximising the hydrocarbon extraction coefficients and overall economic efficiency of
operations. Particular emphasis is placed on horizontal drilling, new methods of perforating,
recovery, processing and hydrocarbon material transportation.

Numerous field development projects and technological designs developed by VolgoUralNIIPIgaz
experts are implemented for oil, gas and gas-condensate fields located in the Orenburg, Irkutsk
and Astrakhan regions of Russia and Shakhpakhti in Uzbekistan. Also, the Institute’s specialists
put together field development projects for the Republic of Bashkortostan. 

Addressing new challenges

For more than 20 years the Institute’s work has focused mostly on the analysis and field
development planning of the Orenburg region oil, gas and gas-condensate fields. But in recent
years, the list of the research topics has increased dramatically. For example, in the area
of field development, specialists successfully plan operations for complex oil, gas and gas-
condensate hydro-sulfide fields. 

To face the new set of challenges encountered during advanced studies in drilling and oil,
gas-condensate field development planning based on using 3D hydrodynamic models, the
engineers of VolgoUralNIPIgaz felt the need to switch to new simulation software. They
needed this software to satisfy the following technical requirements:
• Maximum hydrodynamic simulations performance
• Capability of handling large-size, multi-phase hydrodynamic models
• Maximum functionality
• Full compatibility with standard input data formats

“With tNavigator running on the

Intel® Xeon® processor 7500

series, it takes just one hour and

20 minutes to complete a model.

Using a previous simulator and

older hardware this used to take

12 hours. This performance

boost is simply fantastic.”

Tatiana Krivina, 
Chief Reservoir Engineer, 

VolgoUralNIIPIgaz



High-performance, multi-core processors

To run the software, VolgoUralNIPIgaz required
high computational performance to allow for
prompt development options assessment,
adjustment and comprehensive comparative
analysis of multiple field development scenar-
ios. For best simulation software performance,
it was necessary to find modern multi-core
computers with CPU-RAM architectures most
effective for running hydrodynamic simulations. 

The most comprehensive solution for the
Institute’s requirements was the tNavigator*
hydrodynamic simulator from Rock Flow
Dynamics. However, it needed to run on the
new generation of computers based on multi-
core CPUs with integrated memory controllers,
which ensure wide-band access of CPU cores
to model data stored in memory.

tNavigator was deployed in stages:
• Firstly, the Institute carried out a detailed

study of its technical requirements 
• It then selected the most appropriate Intel-

based computer hardware configurations to
satisfy its requirements for running effec-
tive hydrodynamic simulations

• Specialists from the Institute and Rock Flow
Dynamics jointly tested the simulation soft-
ware

• The Institute’s engineers were trained to
work with tNavigator

Advanced simulations with tNavigator 

The hydrodynamic simulations package
tNavigator is designed to model multi-compo-
nent isothermal filtration (oil/gas/water) and
compositional thermal chemical processes in
underground reservoirs. The universal graphical
user interface of tNavigator allows for inter-
active model editing, as well as the monitoring
of changes in dynamic reservoir properties
and wells production rates at runtime. 

Users can edit the hydrodynamic model before
and during the simulation run, and continue
to analyse the simulation results data before,
during and after the run. tNavigator features
an extensive analysis package presenting

simulation results in the form of tables, graphs,
bubble-maps, 1D and 2D histograms, wells
profiles and standard output reports. 

To keep track of all the model modifications
made by a user, tNavigator stores any changes
as XML tree of model realisations. The model
versions tree is useful for history matching
and new well trajectories designs. tNavigator
allows users to send multiple model realisations
to the batch queue and superimpose the sim-
ulations results inside one graphical window.

tNavigator has been optimised for shared
memory multi-core computations and takes
full advantage of these hardware capabilities.
The highest acceleration rates are achieved
by introducing parallel algorithms everywhere
throughout the source code: solving the
matrix of linear equations, filling the matrix
with new data and solving well equations. 

Dramatic performance increase 

The hydrodynamic simulations package
tNavigator is designed to model multi-com-
ponent isothermal filtration (oil/gas/water) 

When comparing the performance of the latest
Intel® Xeon® processor 7560 with eight cores
to the previous generation Intel® Xeon® proces-
sor 5580 series with four cores, the parallel
acceleration rates demonstrated by tNavigator
for reservoir models of real oil and gas fields
climb to a record high (see figure 1):

• For 4P servers with 32 real and 64 virtual
cores: the parallel acceleration rate of 21
is reached

• For 2P servers: the parallel acceleration
rate of 8 is reached

The observed acceleration rates can only be
achieved when HyperThreading (introduction
of additional virtual processing cores to im-
prove execution scheduling) and NUMA (Non-
uniform Memory Access) technologies are
used. Both technologies are supported in
tNavigator.

To demonstrate this parallel acceleration,
VolgoUralNIIPIgaz used the real 3-phase
full-field model with free and disolved gas
(see figure 2).

Thanks to tNavigator running on the Intel® Xeon®
processor 7500 series, VolgoUralNIIPIgaz
now has a comprehensive solution with a
record quality-to-price ratio. The combination
of the advanced tNavigator software tech-
nology and next-generation Intel multi-core
CPUs has significantly reduced the time it
takes to run hydrodynamic models. Further-
more, it is expected to meet VolgoUralNIIPIgaz’s
requirements well into the future. 

Find a solution that is right for your organi-
sation. Contact your Intel representative or
visit the Reference Room at
www.intel.com/references

Spotlight on VolgoUralNIPIgaz

VolgoUral Scientific Research and Design
Institute of Oil and Gas (VolgoUralNIIPIgaz)
was established in October 1977 in the
city of Orenburg, Russia, as a daughter
company of OrenburgGazprom. 

At present, the Institute is an independent
organisation offering a full line of services
from geological exploration through
drilling to complete development of
hydro-sulfide gas-condensate fields.

Dramatically reducing the time it
takes to run hydrodynamic models
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